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 Red  Red                              

Name: Date: 

This is the color

red

Color this picture using the featured color:

Draw a picture using the featured color:
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 Blue  Blue                             

Name: Date: 

This is the color

blue

Color this picture using the featured color:

Draw a picture using the featured color:
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 Yellow  Yellow                        

Name: Date: 

This is the color

yellow

Color this picture using the featured color:

Draw a picture using the featured color:
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 Green  Green                        

Name: Date: 

This is the color

green

Color this picture using the featured color:

Draw a picture using the featured color:
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 Orange  Orange                     

Name: Date: 

This is the color

orange

Color this picture using the featured color:

Draw a picture using the featured color:
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 Brown  Brown                       

Name: Date: 

This is the color

brown

Color this picture using the featured color:

Draw a picture using the featured color:
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 Black  Black                          

Name: Date: 

This is the color

black

Color this picture using the featured color:

Draw a picture using the featured color:
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 White  White                        

Name: Date: 

 white

Color this picture using the featured color:

This is the color
Draw a picture using the featured color:
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Name: Date: 

Color this rainbow using the colors instructed:

red

yellow

green

blue

white white
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Let's have 
some fun
mixing 
colors.
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Name: Date: 

Color the picture and read how the artist makes this color.

 Mix blue and red to make purple.    
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Name: Date: 

Color the picture and read how the artist makes this color.

 Mix yellow and red to make orange. 
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Name: Date: 

Color the picture and read how the artist makes this color.

 Mix yellow and blue to make green.  
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 Mix red and white to make pink.     

Name: Date: 

Color the picture and read how the artist makes this color.
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 Mix black and red to make brown.  

Name: Date: 

Color the picture and read how the artist makes this color.
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 Mix black and white to make gray.  

Name: Date: 

Color the picture and read how the artist makes this color.
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Name: Date: 

Do you remember what happens when these colors are mixed?:
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Name: Date: 

Color this butterfly using all your favorite colors:
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